to not only reconstruct the lost face of its sixteenth-century writer but also to quesNon how accurately Bentley copied other works he chose to include in his printed mausoleum to early modern women writers.
To understand whether Bentley did follow his copy of John Bradford's mother's prayer faithfully we should first establish how reliant our understanding of John Bradford's mother's posiNoning of the Bradford prayer in such close proximity to these three other distorted texts suggests that cauNon has to be applied when reading this fourth prayer Bentley a9ributes to a woman martyr.
Further doubts arise about the exact nature of the Bradford prayer when considering the extent to which its composiNon is reliant on formulaic construcNons of female devoNon.
Underpinned by the 'tradiNonal hagiographical strength-in-weakness paradigm' present in many accounts of the words of women martyrs, the prayer weaves together the sacrifice of a living mother, the remembrance of her martyred son and the biblical story of Hannah and is the work of the son and not the mother.
Moreover, reading the supposed prayer in the context of the 1564 printed collecNon of martyrs' le9ers illustrates that the potenNal for hermeneuNc distorNon is no less prevalent in early modern anthologies than it is in their present-day equivalents. The recogniNon that Bentley's source was a printed copy of a le9er means that we cannot even unquesNonably accept that the original recipient was Bradford's biological mother. The printed le9ers 
